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Tim--because Jeremy will be gone from late Tuesday-Thursday of next week (I found out from talking to 

Laura), I took the opportunity about 6:30 this eve. to brief Jeremy on the phone call from Kodak today and tell 

him about your plan to have an informal meeting with Kodak, BEFORE the ARRB writes its letter to Kodak, to 

discuss both cost issues and scope of effort.I told him you were interested in knowing when he was available 

for a meeting with Kodak. The answer is as follows: his priorities for a meeting (notwithstanding your absence 

Thursday and Friday) are:(1) Tuesday morning(2) Friday (3) Late ThursdayThe upshot is, he thinks this is so 

important that he does not even want to wait until the week of 17 June for the meeting; he thinks it should be 

this coming week. I agree.I just called Fred Williamson in Washington (Director of Imaging Technical Policy--

not public affairs as I incorrectly told you earlier) and left a voice mail asking Fred if he could meet with us 

Tuesday morning. This would be ideal. Hopefully, I'll get a call from Fred Monday morning.Jeremy's e-mail to 

you about me doing a short memo on photo issues grew out of my conversation with him on the timing of our 

Kodak meeting. It is an unspoken understanding of mine that I am to really make this one short, and turn it in 

Monday, so that Jeremy can digest it before Tuesday morning. To: Tim Wray/ARRBcc: David Marwell/ARRB, 

Douglas Horne/ARRB From: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB Date: 06/07/96 06:40:23 PMSubject: PhotographicWould you 

have Doug prepare a bullet-point list of photograph issues that we could raise with potential experts?
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